Food Sake Tokyo Updates
20 February 2013
page 62 Nakaiseki Sen vegetarian restaurant by chef Yumiko Kano has closed. Kano
Sensei is focusing her energy on her cooking school and cookbook projects. Details
on her website.
http://yumiko‐kano.com/ (Japanese only)
page 75 Nebariya natto restaurant in Hatsudai has closed.
page 111 Kanda Yabu Soba, the historic soba restaurant, suffered extensive
damage from a fire on February 19, 2013 and is obviously closed. Here is a note
from the restaurant on their website (in Japanese).
Tsukiji updates
page 165 Sushi Bun This sushi shop is still open but many readers have written to
me complaining about poor service. Here is a list of other recommended sushi
shops.
page 173 Noguchiya tofu shop has closed, but the cart service still is available in
parts of Tokyo. (website in Japanese only).
Ginza updates
page 182 Fukumitsuya saké shop in Ginza has closed.
There is another Fukumitsuya in Akasaka
港区赤坂９−７−４
Minato‐ku, Akasaka 9‐7‐4 D‐B123, Tokyo Midtown Galleria B1F
Hours 11:00‐21:00 (*Hours may vary.)
Tel : 03‐6804‐5341
page 187 New Castle Curry in Ginza has closed.
Nihonbashi updates
Since the publication of Food Sake Tokyo there have been some construction
projects in this historic district, notably in the Nihonbashi Muromachi area. While
shops have not closed, they have simply moved to new locations.
page 232 Kiya knife shop has moved
*This is the NEW address for Kiya Nihonbashi
中央区日本橋室町 2‐2‐1
Chuo‐ku, Nihonbashi‐Muromachi 2‐2‐1, Coredo‐Muromachi 1F
Tel 03‐3241‐0110
Store hours: 10:00 – 20:00 seven days a week, closed only on New Year’s Day.
www.kiya‐hamono.co.jp/english/index.html (English)

page 237 Ninben has moved
*This is the NEW address for Ninben. The new store also has a Dashi Bar where
customers can purchase cups of dashi, soups, and onigiri.
Chuo‐ku, Nihonbashi‐Muromachi 2‐2‐1, Coredo‐Muromachi 1F
中央区日本橋室町２−２−１
Tel 03‐3241‐0968
Store hours: 10:00 – 20:00 (Dashi Bar closes at 19:00)
http://www.ninben.co.jp/051honten/store.html (Japanese only)
AzabuJuban
page 277 Azabu‐Juban onsen has closed (used as a reference point in the book)
page 281 Hasegawa Saketen in Azabu‐Juban has moved to a new location around
the corner.
*This is the NEW address for Hasegawa Saketen
Minato‐ku, Azabu‐Juban 2‐2‐7
港区麻布十番2‐2‐7
Tel 03‐5439‐9498 (same phone number)
*New hours: 11:00 – 20:00 daily
http://www.hasegawasaketen.com/english/shop.html (English)

